
Premium OEM Services for Automotive Industry

Identifying suitable buyers using our interface

Improve operations advanced MRO Services

Transform your excess inventory into a lucrative
financial return by selling it to us. Rather than
incurring disposal costs, our Star Automations Asset
Recovery Services breathe new life into these
products, offering you significant benefits in the
process. Maximize your gains and unlock the
untapped potential of your surplus items with our
expertise.

IT'S SIMPLE TO SELL SURPLUS TO US

Selling surplus industrial assets boosts revenue,
saves expenses, streamlines operations,
focuses on core capabilities, invests in R&D,
increases cash flow, promotes sustainable
practices, builds reputation, and ensures safety
laws are followed.

BENEFITS OF SELLING EXCESS
INDUSTRIAL ASSET

www.starautomations.com 

Our representative at Star Automations will
promptly respond to your inquiry about
identifying surplus inventory and provide
personalized quotes for the items on a
detailed list.

WHAT DO WE DO WITH SURPLUS ASSETS?

Star Automations specializes in procuring high-quality
surplus items, enhancing operations and cost-
efficiency by identifying spare needs.

WHY STAR AUTOMATIONS?

MRO & OEM
SERVICES

STAR AUTOMATIONS

INDUSTRIAL ASSET RECOVERY
SERVICES

We buy Surplus Industrial
Machinery Parts and

Assets

Technical expert evaluates surplus inventory

SOLUTION BY STAR AUTOMATIONS

Star Automations offers OEM service using excess
inventory stock to access demands, streamline
procurement, and maximize cost-effectiveness,
ensuring top-notch operations and a smooth
automation industrial production experience.

Contacting Star Automations
Contact their team directly by phone, email,
their website, or both to share your inventory
list and requirements.

Inventory Recognition & Quote

CONTACT

SURPLUS
MANAGEMENT
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SURPLUS
MANAGEMENT

Batteries, Capacitors, PCB,  Fuses, ICs, Resistors,
Transistors, SCRs & IGBT.

Circuit Breakers, Contactors, Fuses, Panel Board,
Relays,  Power block,  Safety Switches, Terminals,  
Wiring devices, Indicators, Switch Boxes &
Transformers. 

STRUGGLING TO CLEAR NON-MOVING ITEMS? 

FROM SURPLUS TO SUCCESS: 
STAR AUTOMATIONS SUPPLY CHAIN MAGIC!

Star Automations transforms surplus items into
valuable growth opportunities, converting scrap
value into profitable resources, maximizing
returns, and streamlining operations through
their supply chain management expertise. 

CONTACT

We specialize in rescuing surplus automation
and electrical parts from oblivion and
transforming them into profitable resources.

Protect valuable items from scrap and ensure

they find their rightful place in replacements and

upgrades. We guarantee a fair amount for excess

parts, compared to scrap dealers, transforming

surplus into success.

Our expert team can identify the correct
replacement areas for surplus items, bringing
them back to life and providing value. Trust
the Electrical Parts  to handle yours surplus
with care, ensuring outstanding results.

WHAT KIND OF ASSETS WE RECOVER ?

Don't let valuable resources go to waste; partner
with us today to capitalize on your surplus and
excess inventory.

Star Automations provides a sustainable and
strategic approach to selling surplus items, with
the added benefit of better returns.

Keys of
Successful Surplus &
Excess Stock 

Optimize your inventory and turn surplus items
into valuable assets.

STAR AUTOMATIONS

www.starautomations.com 

AUTOMATION: 

Servo Motors, Servo Drives, HMI, Sensors,
Counters, Drives, Encoders, PLCs, I/O Modules,
Transmitters, Inverters, AC drives, Transducers.

ELECTRONICS:

ELECTRICAL:


